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population, and the French mobilized all their resources
and despatched convoy after convoy of provisions in a
gallant effort to prevent the tnbes moving from their
lands General Nogues himself flew to the stricken
areas and supervised relief measures on the spot, but
It was impossible wholely to counterbalance the effect
of the drought^ and in spite of every effort a large
number of Berbers died of starvation, while
of others, abandoning everything, trekked northwards
to the towns Marrakesh became crowded with
refugees and so did Casablanca, and even so far north
as Fez and Meknes I saw numerous destitute children,
many of whom had lost their fathers and mothers
The huge sum of forty-six and a half million francs was
utilized for the relief of suffering, \ast quantities of
cereals being purchased and subsequently distributed
The French population generously contributed to a
relief fund; free soup kitchens were opened m Casa-
blanca and Marrakeshj and free meals became available
in the Moslem primary schools. Moreover, irrigation
works were set in hand, which will, it is hoped, sensibly
alleviate any return of the drought^ and measures were
taken to afford the people in the famine areas every
possible assistance until the next year's harvest No
doubt in the old days famine must have broken out
frequently in the south and east of Morocco., though
then no one knew or cared anything about it None
the less such a disaster to-day was bound to have
political effect, for though the French could in no way
be blamed for this act of God, the people of Morocco
were inclined to think that if they had to starve and
die, anyway they would prefer to do so under their own
independent rulers rather than be protected by
foreigners It is not, I think, generally realized, that

